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Abstract  
The work reported in this thesis is a comparative study between export merchandising and boutique 

house merchandising. The study was conducted by studying in detail about the two types 

merchandising procedures. Export merchandising deals with RMG export from Bangladesh. The 

boutique merchandising deals with the boutique houses or local fashion business houses who sells 

indigenous and locally made garments who sells their products mainly in Dhaka and other 

important cities of Bangladesh. For the study both types of merchandising were studied in detail 

and the compared. It was observed there are some activities common to both types of 

merchandising while there are activities which are not common or less important between them. 

In case of export merchandising, L/C opening and shipment must be done, but not required for 

boutique-house. For export merchandising, lab testing of final product is done by third party testing 

labs while boutique houses maintain quality through in-house facility. Working procedure is long 

in export, sampling process is also more complex but deals relatively with small number of 

products with large order quantity while the boutique-houses produce small quantity for each 

product but product range is huge which is very challenging for the merchandisers.     
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Chapter: 1  

Introduction:  

A person who have sound knowledge on apparel manufacturing, raw materials and product 

knowledge, have dynamic product costing knowledge as well know about current market price of 

the material and finished product, have good communication skill, good co-ordination with others 

department like quality assurance, production, distribution and logistics and have excellent 

knowledge about time and action plan about production, undoubtedly he/she is a good 

merchandiser.   

In this topic I am going to describe about Export Merchandising and Boutique-house 

Merchandising. First of all, Merchandising is an important department for both Export oriented 

garments industries or buying houses and Boutique-houses. Though their duties and 

responsibilities may vary, but they play significant role for an organization. The working 

responsibilities for Buying house merchandising and Garments factory merchandising is also 

different. But according to my subject line, I am going to discuss about overall merchandising 

activities regarding Export merchandising in the context of Bangladesh.  

For garments export, according to the source of BGMEA (Bangladesh Garments Manufacturers 

and Exporters Association, Bangladesh have 4621 garments factories where 4.1 million workers 

are working and give their labor to produce the garments. In the fiscal year 2018-19, Bangladesh 

earn 34133.27 million US$ which is 84.21% of total export of Bangladesh, among them 17244.73 

million US$ came from woven and 16888.54 million US$ came from knit sector.   

For boutique-house, current population of Bangladesh is 164.7 million and if the average consumes 

of apparel is 4 kg per head, then Bangladesh earn 942.08 million US$ per year from local boutique 

house. Bangladesh have more than 50 branded local boutique house where minimum 150000 

artisans are working. There are some brands such as Aarong, Richman, Cats Eye, SaRa, Bishwa 

Rang, Easy, Yellow, Texmart, Trends, Kay Kraft etc which are in leading position. Some export 

oriented garments factory also came in local boutique-house business like SaRa brand is introduced 

by Snowtex, Sailor is introduced by Epyllion group, Yellow is introduced by Beximco etc. The 

product of local brands are mostly ethnic wears like Panjabi, pajama, salower kamij, saree, kurta, 

shirt, pant, t-shirt etc.   

Regarding Export merchandising, for FOB order, main duties are start from Order receiving from 

buyer and after completing shipment within the lead time, the duties are end. Mean time they need 

to do some routing work, such as product development, costing, checking the final BOM (Bill of 

Materials), checking the all terms and conditions of Purchase Order, keeping follow up about 

Master L/C, Back to back L/C, raw materials in-house status, pre-production meeting, production 

status, in line inspection and final inspection and receive payment. In every step of production for 

the order, concern merchandiser should make update myself otherwise product cannot ship timely.   

Regarding Boutique-house Merchandising, this may also call local merchandising as there have no 

function for export. Products are produced locally and sold in local Boutique or retail shop. 

Products are mainly ethnic wears. So the duties and responsibilities of local merchandising differ 
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from export merchandising. But as a merchandiser of local merchandising generally they need to 

do costing, checking the final technical sheet, keep proper follow up in sampling, production and 

timely delivery of product. For a branded boutique house, there have to follow the complete 

package of supply chain management such as business planning, production, procurement, 

logistics support, warehousing, customer service and feedback from customer. Though 

merchandising is one of the main part of production and merchandiser directly involved with 

production team, but merchandiser should maintain liaison with all related departments. After 

displaying the product at the outlet, if customer provide any negative feedback regarding design, 

pricing or quality related issues, outlet sales manager inform to the concern merchandiser and 

he/she check and try to solve the issue. So regarding boutique-house merchandising, 

merchandiser’s duty is not end until the products are sold out.   

For export merchandising, generally the main product designer seat on abroad. Buyers are coming 

from different countries such as head office of Zara is located in Spain, head office of H&M is 

located in Sweden, head office of Walmart is located in United states, head office of Kmart is 

located in Australia, head office of Carrefour is located in France, head office of Sainsbury’s is 

located in United Kingdom etc. These brands have outlets globally. The main head office of this 

branded house is situated in one country, products are produced in another country and sales and 

distribution is done in others multiple country which all are controlled by branded head office. So 

for an export merchandiser in Bangladesh, he is only the part of production but he/she is not 

directly involved with yearly sales forecast, product designer, distributor or sales team. On the 

other hand, for boutique house merchandising in Bangladesh, all products are designed by own 

designer with global concept, products are originally produced in Bangladesh and also sold in 

Bangladesh. Not only having the sound knowledge on capability of collaborative sales forecasting 

over the year with marketing and forecasting team but also they analysis the information about 

sales growth, customer satisfaction and product stock.   

For both export and boutique-house merchandising, proper quality control is important. 

Merchandiser works closely with quality control department to produce goods with good quality. 

To stay ahead in the competitive market, to make customers satisfaction and to reduce product 

wastage, quality control is important.   

The major challenge for export merchandising is big quantity shipment within short lead time 

where number of design or style is less. But for boutique-house merchandising, the ex-factory 

quantity is not as much as export but number of design or style is many more. Every design has 

very short order quantity such as 150 pcs to 300 pcs. This is the major challenge for production 

because production cost goes high due to the short order quantity in one design. So that 

merchandiser should give his close follow up to the production to reduce the production cost.  

  

  
  

Chapter: 2  

Literature Review:  
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Regarding merchandising, a popular quote from Morris Hite, an American businessman that 

advertising moves people towards goods, merchandising moves goods towards people.  

The role of a merchandiser in textile industry has been vital since the beginning of the trade, the 

only thing that changed in the shape of supply chain in modern world which is clearly in a process 

of shifting from supply chain concept to value chain, or in other words, from brand oriented to 

customer oriented. [1]  

In the apparel industry, merchandiser is the bridge between the management (or) industry and the 

buyer. Merchandiser is the person responsible to make the product according to the buyer’s 

parameters and satisfaction. Merchandisers coordinate various functions like buying the raw 

materials (which is required to finish the product), making the apparel, finishing the apparel, 

documentation (over all view), finally shipping. [2]  

In today’s marketplace, consumers have numerous options when it comes to the purchase of goods 

and services, both in terms of the number of retailers and the variety of retail formats from which 

to choose. For this reason, retailers need to employ a variety of strategies relate to product, price, 

place, customer service and promotion in order to ‘stand out’ among the competition. [3]  

According to Md. Azmir Latif, fabric technologist “The job requires interest in fashion, a close eye 

for detail, awareness of cultures and fashion through ages. Merchandisers need to work as part of 

a team hence team spirit is important. Communication and interaction skills are essential to the 

job. The work is stressful particularly when deadlines have to be met. Merchandisers have 

tremendous responsibilities hence they have to be completely involved in the production process. 

Often the success of the firm is attributed to the merchandising efficiency.” [4]  
  

Uniqlo, the famous Japanies brand, has 17 outlets in Bangladesh. During the opening retail shop 

in Bangladesh, Yukihiro Nitta, Chairman of Uniqlo Bangladesh, said that the economy is growing 

rapidly. There are 160 million people living in Bangladesh. So, we found that we have a great 

opportunity to start a retail business. [5]  

Abhishek Ganguly, managing director of Puma India, said about the opportunity of Bangladesh 

that Bangladesh has a rapidly growing sporting culture and is a strategically important market for 

us to be in. We are excited to establish out presence. [5]  

Showkat Aziz Russell, managing director of Amber lifestyle, a venture of Partex, said that one day 

Bangladesh would have one of the leading garments retail brands worldwide. People never 

imagined Bangladesh would be the second largest apparel exporter worldwide, but it is a reality 

now, although we don’t produce cotton. We will be one of the leading garments retailers in future. 

[6]  

Chapter: 3  

Methodology:  

Working responsibilities of export merchandising and boutique-house merchandising can be 

described through process flow chart of both merchandising. There is difference in sampling 
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process, production process, documentation process etc. Described below the process flow chart 

of export and boutique-house merchandising:  

3.1 Flow chart of Export merchandising:  

Flow chart of working responsibilities of export merchandising is given below:  

  

 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Receive Technical sheet with size  wise  measurement   chart   

Receive Master L/C from buyer    

Make development sample   

Collect Consumption from  Pattern/  CAD section   

Prepare  costing sheet   

Price negotiation with buyer   

Purchase order sheet receive from buyer   

Receive final technical sheet and size wise measurement sheet   

Make time and action plan (TNA) for doing proper planning of the production   

Collect art - work and color swatch from buyer for approval   

Send Fabrics and trims booking to the supplier   

Collect Proforma Invoice from supplier   

O pen Bac k to Back L/C for fabrics and raw materials  supplier   

Make fit /Size set sample as per buyer  requirement   

Take approval of all fabrics and trims from buyer and   arrange to make in - house   to  

start the production line timely   

Make Pre - production sample with actual fabrics and trims   
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3.1.1 Briefly discussed about the Export merchandising process:  

3.1.1.1 Receive Technical sheet with size wise measurement chart:  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Advertisement Sample send to buyer for photoshoot and modeling purpose   

Take Top of Production (TOP) sample approval   

Collect production and quality report on daily basis   

Production follow up   

Arrange Pre - production meeting after PP sample  approval   

Arrange lab test approval  on time   

Request for final QC schedule to the buyer   

Check and ensure realization of full payment as per shipped quantity.    

Prepare final packing list along with finishing department   

Ensure Vessel or Air space booking with forwarder   

Ensure Ex - factory of the goods   

Shipment   

Send commercial  documents to the buyer   
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Export merchandiser receive technical sheet with size wise measurement chart from buyer for a 

design or style where should mention bill of material, technical sketch and all related information 

for this design.  

 

Fig 1: Technical sheet (Page-01)  
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Fig 2: Technical sheet (Page-02)  
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Fig: Technical sheet (Page-03)  

 
 Fig 3: Technical sheet (Page-04)  
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Fig 4: Size wise measurement chart  

  

3.1.1.2 Make development sample:  

Prior to submit order, buying merchandiser develop sample from factory as per designer created 

the design. Before the sample development stage, there have two important step, fashion 

forecasting and design development. Fashion forecasting team research about the upcoming 

fashion trends and understand the new fashion concept and customer taste. Design is developed 

by design team as per new theme using new color, line, texture, rhythm, unity, shapes and 

fabrication. So in sample development stage, brand houses are developed sample from factory. 

Merchandiser always responsible for developing sample. They get proper instruction about the 

design, fabric quality, stitch, embellishment like print, embroidery or tie-dye, measurement and all 

related things and submit the development sample to the buyer.  
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Fig 5: Fit Sample comments from buyer.  

  

3.1.1.3 Collect Consumption from Pattern/ CAD section:  
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Technical and measurement sheet send to CAD section for making consumption. Considering fabric 

construction and fabric width, technical sketch, cut and sew, different value additions like print, 

embroidery etc, concern person of pattern and CAD section provide consumption to the 

merchandiser.   

  

Fig 6: Pattern making  

  

Fig 7: Pattern making  

3.1.1.4 Prepare costing sheet:  
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Merchandiser prepare costing sheet of the product based the materials are used in production, wages 

of worker and order quantity. The market of garments trade is very much competitive. So that right 

costing of the product is necessary to get the order from buyer.  

  

Fig 8: Costing sheet  

  

3.1.1.5 Price negotiation with buyer:  
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This is very important stage because if price is below profit margin then factory will face lose and 

if the proposed price is more than the buyer expectation then factory will not get the order.  

So that the proposed price should make the company’s profit as well as buyer also satisfied.    

3.1.1.6 Purchase order sheet receive from buyer:  

As per the pre-costing sheet and price negotiation, order is confirmed and placed it to the vendor. If 

order is confirmed then an order sheet is generated by buyer which is called Purchased Order 

where style/design no, order no, order quantity, color, size, delivery date, port of delivery and all 

related necessary information is specified. The outlook of order sheet may change from buyer to 

buyer.  

 

Fig 9: Purchase order sheet  

3.1.1.7 Receive final technical sheet and size wise measurement sheet:  
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Buyer send final technical sheet and size wise measurement sheet to the merchandiser with making 

some corrections from initial technical sheet.   

  

Fig 10: Buyer make some corrections mentioned in blue typing  

  

Fig 11: Correction in hood construction  

3.1.1.8 Make Time and Action Plan (TNA) for doing proper planning of the production:  
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For smart merchandising, Time and Action plan helps to make the critical tasks, helps to make 

proper execution of the process, helps to know the current status of order processing and it helps to 

make sure that shipment will go on within the delivery date.   

  

Fig 12: Sample chart of Time and Action plan  

3.1.1.9 Collect art-work and color swatch from buyer for approval:  

Merchandiser should collect swatch and art-work for different essential items from buyer such as 

color fabric swatch, trims swatch, art-work for print and embroidery and others items which are 

related with the design or order. Before proceed for bulk, every item need to get buyer approval.  
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Fig   13 :   Fabric swatch   

  

Fig   14 :   Embroidery art - work   
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3.1.1.10 Send Fabrics and trims booking to the supplier:  

  

Fig   15 :   Print art - work.   
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Merchandisers receive the purchase order sheet with size wise ratio and final product technical 

sheet from buyer. Pattern and CAD section make the consumption of the fabric based on size wise 

ratio. Merchandisers submit requisition/booking of the fabric and trims to the right supplier (right 

supplier means who supply materials with right price, right quality and timely delivery). Based on 

approved swatch, supplier proceed for bulk and deliver the goods timely as per preplanned 

schedule.   

 

Fig 16: Fabric booking.  
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3.1.1.11 Receive Master L/C from buyer:  

For export merchandising this is very common word. L/C means Letter of credit which is 

technically called ‘Documentary Credit’, is generally used for international sales transactions. 

The buyer is known as applicant and seller is known as beneficiary where the bank that issues the 

L/C on behalf of applicant is called issuing bank and the bank advises L/C to the seller is called 

advising bank. Master L/C is opened by the buyer to import the goods directly from exporter or 

manufacturer and have high financial value.  

  

  

Fig   17 :   Work order for All - Over print .   
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Fig 18: Master L/C (page-01)  
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Fig 19: Master L/C (page-02)  
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Fig 20: Master L/C (page-03)  

  

3.1.1.12 Collect Proforma Invoice from supplier:  

Raw materials suppliers send Proforma Invoice (PI) to the merchandiser. Proforma Invoice is a 

document where supplier name, factory name, product name, price, quantity and some important 

terms and conditions are mentioned. Merchandiser open Back to back L/C for supplier by 

considering PI amount.   
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Fig 21: Proforma Invoice (page-01)  
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Fig 22: Proforma Invoice (page-02)  
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Fig 23: Proforma Invoice (page-03)  
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3.1.1.13 Open Back to Back L/C for fabrics and raw materials supplier:  

Back to back L/C is prepared by the manufacturer for the supplier from where they collect raw 

materials, trims and accessories like fabrics, button, zipper, label, carton etc. Supplier send PI 

(Proforma Invoice) to the factory merchandiser and merchandiser open Back to back L/C for 

supplier against the Master L/C. Though this operation is done by commercial department but 

merchandiser should be well informed.  
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Fig 24: Back to Back L/C (page-01)  
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Fig 25: Back to Back L/C (page-02)  

  

Fig 26: Back to Back L/C (page-03)  
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Fig 27: Back to Back L/C (page-04)  
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Fig 28: Back to Back L/C (page-05)  
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3.1.1.14 Make Fit /Size set sample as per buyer requirement:  

As per buyer requirement merchandiser make Fit or Size-set sample with using available fabrics 

and trims. Normally fit sample makes in one size but size set sample cover all sizes. Buyer check 

the fitting of the sample and change the point of measurement and pattern if necessary.   

 

Fig 29: Fit sample comment (page-01)  
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Fig 30: Fit sample comment (page-02)  

 

Fig 31: Fit sample comment (page-03)  
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3.1.1.15 Take approval of all fabrics and trims from buyer and arrange to make in-house to 

start the production line timely:   

Before bulk production of fabric and trims, merchandiser take approval from buyer and get 

permission to proceed for bulk. Approval procedure should complete timely and after getting 

approval, production start as soon as possible. As finished garments production cannot able to 

start without right fabrics and trims so that it is necessary to make in-house all fabrics and trims 

timely.   

  

Fig 32: Lab Dip for buyer approval  

  

Fig 33: Approved trim card  
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3.1.1.16 Make Pre-production sample with actual fabrics and trims:  

After Fit and Size set sample approval, merchandiser make pre-production sample with actual 

fabrics and trims. Without pre-production sample approval, factory cannot go for bulk 

production.   

  

Fig 34: Pre-production sample comments  

3.1.1.17 Arrange Pre-production meeting after PP sample approval:  

After pre-production sample approval, merchandiser arrange pre-production meeting where 

buying quality controller, merchandiser, factory merchandiser, quality in-charge, concerned 

pattern/CAD person, cutting in-charge, production manager, mechanical person and others 

related person should present. All of them are discussed about the product, any critical points and 

how to solve if problem arise and how to finished the goods properly.   
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3.1.1.18 Production follow up:  

Production follow up is very important for merchandiser and it is key role of order execution 

from order confirmation till shipment. Number of design is less in export merchandising. 

Generally minimum order quantity is 10k-100k pcs per design. One merchandiser follows 5 to 

20 design/style at a time. Merchandiser prepare TNA when order is confirmed. TNA have time 

limitations. Merchandiser follow up the production as it is going on as per TNA. Cutting, 

sewing, finishing, packing and others related value added process like printing, embroidery, 

garments dyeing and washing, every process should be done in definite time frame.   

  

  

Fig   35 :   Pre - production meeting  format   
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Fig 36: Garments sewing line.  

3.1.1.19 Collect production and quality report on daily basis:  

Communicate with production and quality team on daily basis and collect the report or data from 

them. If there found any discrepancies, then need to take necessary actions immediately.  

 

Fig 37: In-line QC inspection report.  

3.1.1.20 Take Top of Production (TOP) sample approval:  

Top of Production sample is the production sample that represents how production is going on. 

Without TOP sample approval, factory cannot ship the goods. Regarding pre-production sample, 

sometimes buyer provide approval to start the product with giving some comments which must 

implement in production. When TOP sample send to the buyer, buyer check this sample very 

carefully as this sample is representing the production. If they are not satisfied with this sample, 

they reject it and ask for resubmit. Besides, they also inform to buying QC to monitor this 

production.   
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Fig 38: TOP sample comment  

3.1.1.21 Advertisement Sample send to buyer for photoshoot and modeling purpose:  

Advertisement sample send to the buyer for photoshoot and modeling purpose. Quantity and size 

of the sample should be mentioned by buyer. If buyer have outlets in different countries and the 

product also sale in different countries, then the quantity of advertisement sample is increased.   

  

  

  



 

Fig   Lab test report (page   
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3.1.1.22 Arrange Lab test approval on time:  

All products need to get Lab test approval as per the buyer requirement from buyer nominated 

Lab test house such as Intertek, SGS, BV etc. Test sample should contain actual fabrics and 

trims that use in production.   



 

  

Fig   Lab test report (page   
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 39: -01) 
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Fig   Lab test report (page   
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Fig 40: Lab test report (page-02)  
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Fig   Lab test report (page   
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 41: -03) 



 

  

Fig   Lab test report (page   
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Fig   Lab test report (page   
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 42: -04) 

 

  

Fig   43 :   Lab test report (page - 05)   



 

  

Fig   Lab test report (page   
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 44: -06) 

 

  

Fig   45 :   Lab test report (page - 07)   



 

  

Fig   Lab test report (page   
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 46: -08) 
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Fig 47: Lab test report (page-09)  

3.1.1.23 Request for final QC schedule to the buyer:  

When products are finished properly and ready to ship, merchandiser send the proposal for final 

inspection to buying office. Buying office review the product pre-final inspection report and 

delivery date and suggest the best possible QC schedule to factory. Sometimes buying office 

ask self QC to the factory, sometimes they send own QC or they send third party QC for doing 

final inspection. Product quality is strictly maintained in export, because retail shop of any 

brand and the producers are not located in the same place or in the same country, when 

customer claim for any specific product, then they cannot exchange it. This make loss for 

retailers.  
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Fig 48: Final inspection report  

3.1.1.24 Prepare final packing list along with finishing department:  

Merchandiser prepare final packing list along with finishing department. Considering the carton 

measurement, pc per carton and size ratio, merchandiser make the packing list and calculate 

CBM which is important to know for commercial department and also for buying office.  
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Fig 49: Packing list for T-shirt for Buyer: KAPPAHL  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

3.1.1.25 Ensure Vessel or Air space booking by communicating with forwarder:  

After preparing packing list, merchandiser make vessel/cargo space booking and send it to 

buying office and forwarder. Calculating total CBM, forwarder confirm the space booking.  
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3.1.1.26 Ensure Ex-factory of the goods  

After completing final inspection successfully, product send to the forwarder. Merchandiser 

should follow up with concern person to ex-factory the product properly.   

3.1.1.27 Shipment  

Shipment is one of the most important term of export merchandising. For doing on time 

shipment, merchandiser set his product plan and act accordingly. After ex-factory the goods, 

merchandiser communicate with forwarder to catch the feeder vessel timely. Shipment samples 

are collected from final shipment lot and send it to the buyer for their reference and customs 

clearance purpose.  

  

  

  

  

3.1.1.28 Send commercial documents to the buyer:  

After the products are received by forwarder and placed it to the feeder vessel properly, 

commercial department send commercial documents to the buyer.   

  

Fig   50 :   Vessel/Cargo space booking   
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Fig 51: Products are received by forwarder.  
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Fig 52: Bill of Lading (page-01)  
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Fig 53: Bill of Lading (page-02)  
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Fig   54 :   Certificate of origin   
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Fig 55: Forwarder cargo receipt  
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Fig   56 :   Commercial invoice   
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Fig 57: Packing list  
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Fig 58: Packing list by container  

  

Fig 59: Multiple country declaration  
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Fig 60: Certificate of compliance  
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Fig 61: Shipment advice  

3.1.1.29 Check and ensure realization of full payment as per shipped quantity:  

Merchandiser communicate with commercial department about the realization of full payment as 

per the shipped quantity. If there have any discrepancies, then merchandiser informed to buying 

office accordingly and arrange to take necessary step to collect the payment.  
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3.2 Flow chart of Boutique-house merchandising:  
Flow chart of working responsibilities of boutique-house merchandising is mentioned below:  
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3.2.1 Briefly discussed about Boutique-house merchandising:  

3.2.1.1 Meeting with forecasting team and set target quantity for events or year:  
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Regarding Boutique house merchandising in Bangladesh, merchandiser working with forecasting 

team, analysis sales growth, customer satisfaction and product stock, they set the order quantity 

for next events or whole year. Total year projection is done at the beginning of the year. This 

quantity may change based on product sale and stock.   

  

Fig 62: Target order quantity set for next year.  

3.2.1.2 Meeting with design development team for upcoming fashion:  

Fashion is the major challenge as the fashion is changing very rapidly due to globalization; 

customers are generally influenced by popular culture as well as popular films, TV shows, books, 

music etc. If we considered some renowned local brand such as Aarong, Richman, SaRa, Bishwa 

Rang, Easy etc, all products are designed by own designer with global concept, products are 

originally produced in Bangladesh and also sold in Bangladesh.   

3.2.1.3 Make TNA (Time and action plan/ Production Plan) for next events:  
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When management agreed about the Target order quantity, merchandiser prepare the production 

plan for each events. Based on the Target quantity, merchandiser prepare fabrics and trims 

requisition, in-house them timely, then go for finished production, finished production arrange to 

make deliver timely and send the finished product to the outlets on time for sale. So that this 

production plan is necessary for merchandiser and management also take follow up that working 

progress is going on according to the plan.   

 

Fig 63: Production plan.  
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3.2.1.4 Send fabrics and trims requisition to the supplier as per target quantity and 

designer’s decision:  

For boutique-house merchandising, generally fabrics and trims are supplied by the brand. Design 

department select the theme of design for the next events and choose the fabrics and trims in 

advance. As per their demand and Target order quantity, merchandiser send fabrics and trims 

booking to the supplier. Some trims may need arrange at time of finished garments production, it 

depends on designer requirements.   

  

Fig 64: Fabrics order sheet  
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Fig 65: Trims requisition   
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3.2.1.5 Take approval of lab dip, trims and accessories from designer:  

Before proceed for bulk, fabrics lab dip, trims and accessories need to take approval from 

designer. As per designer approval with desired quality, supplier go for production.   

  

Fig 66: Trim card approval from designer.  

3.2.1.6 Arrange to take QC schedule and make in-house of fabrics and trims:  

After completing fabrics and trims production, merchandiser communicate with QC department 

and arrange to take QC schedule. Concern QC person check the fabrics and trims carefully. Trims 

store department make arrange to store the materials.   

3.2.1.7 Designer make development sample and provide Technical sheet:  

Merchandiser make development sample from finished product manufacturer as per designer 

instruction. Merchandiser submit the development sample to the designer. Designer check the 

sample and send product technical sheet to the merchandiser.   
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Fig 67: Product technical sheet (page-01)  
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Fig 68: Product technical sheet (page-02)  

  

3.2.1.8 Prepare pre-costing sheet:  

Merchandiser prepare pre-costing sheet as per the development sample and measurement. In this 

process merchandiser estimate the expenditure of the product and the subsequent price.  

Merchandiser should know current price of the materials and wages of value additions. Final sale 

price also depends on the costing. Company’s profit is mostly depending on the right costing.   

  

  

Fig   69 :   Product technical sheet (page - 03)   
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Fig   70 :   Pre - costing sheet   
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3.2.1.9 Order submit to the producers/factory/production team:  

After price negotiation with manufacturer, merchandiser create order sheet. The outlook of order 

sheet may change from brand to brand. The type of PO sheet is different for Export and Boutique-

house merchandising. There some information which is necessary to include export 

merchandising but no need to include in Boutique-house merchandising like L/C information, 

way of payment, port of delivery, issuing bank, beneficiary bank etc.    

 

Fig 71: Order sheet  

3.2.1.10  Send required quantity fabrics and trims for this order to the producers:  

Except manufacturer supplied fabrics and trims, all fabrics and trims are provided by the brand to 

the manufacturer as per order quantity. Pattern/CAD department make the consumption and 

based on consumption, trims store department provide the materials. They make a document and 

send it to merchandiser for final review.   
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Fig 72: Documents that Trims store make to provide materials to manufacturer.  
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3.2.1.11 Take pre-production sample approval:  

Manufacturer make pre-production sample with actual fabrics and trims as per designer 

instruction on development sample. This pre-production sample is checked by designer, pattern 

concern person and QC. After getting pre-production sample approval, manufacturer proceed for 

bulk production.  

 

Fig 73: PP sample comments using local language (page-01)  
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Fig 74: PP sample comments using local language (page-02)  

  

3.2.1.12Make final costing if changes are given by designer:  

Merchandiser prepare final costing of the product with actual price of the materials and wages. 

Designer make some changes in design, add different value additions or change the combo fabric. 

Costing may change in different issues and prepare the final costing sheet.   
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Fig 75: Final costing sheet (page-01)  
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3.2.1.13Production follow up:  

Production follow up is one of the important job for merchandiser. Through proper production 

follow up, merchandiser can know the present status of production. Due to the product of the 

boutique-house are mainly ethnic wear, besides cutting, sewing, finishing operations 

merchandiser take extra follow up on value additions like hand embroidery, erri, machine 

embroidery, tie-dye etc. For boutique-house, 150-300 pcs product are ordered in one design, so 

that huge number of design is needed to follow up at a time. Due to low order quantity, generally 

cutting is done by using hand scissor and marker is not used. So that fabric wastage percentage is 

more. Production people are not interested in line layout production system. They complete one 

garments by using one manpower. So productivity is also less.   

    

Fig   76 :   Final costing sheet (page - 02)   
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Fig 77: Meet with artisans for production follow up.  
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Fig 78: Screen print   

  

Fig 79: Artisans are doing hand embroidery  

  

  

Fig 80: Hand embroidery production  
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Fig 81: Artisans are doing hand embroidery on Saree product  

  

3.2.1.14 Review production report and quality report on daily basis:  

Merchandiser discuss with production concern person on daily basis and update myself about 

production and quality issues of the production. If there are any problem arise in production, 

merchandiser try to solve the problem on urgent basis.  

3.2.1.15 Advertisement sample for photoshoot purpose:  

Advertisement sample is required for photoshoot and advertisement purpose. Sample is collect as 

per model measurement. Advertisement should represent the actual production. Customer 

demands the product as they have found in advertise. So that this sample is important for 

boutique-house merchandising.  

3.2.1.16 Arrange final QC schedule for finished goods:  
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When the production of the products is completed and properly finished, merchandiser 

communicate with QC department and arrange to take QC schedule. Generally, for 

boutiquehouse, there have own QC person and they check the product carefully. For boutique-

house, product quality is not strictly maintained compared with export. As producer is given 

directly service to the customer, so that if customer claim any problem, they can solve the 

problem and exchange the product.  

  

3.2.1.17 Make in-house the finished product:  

After completing final QC, QC passed products are arranged to make in-house in finished product 

store. Every boutique-house have own finished product store. Different events products are keep 

in store so that they should categorized the product very carefully.  

3.2.1.18 Follow up with finished product store to send goods to the outlet timely:  

Communicate with finished store on regular basis that they should send the product to the outlets 

timely. Sometimes they may do the mistake to send the right product to the right event, then it 

will make hamper on sale.   

3.2.1.19 Follow up with outlet and collect product sale and stock quantity on regular basis:  

After passing an event like Pohela boishakh, merchandiser communicate with outlet and collect 

sales and stock report of the product. Based on sale and stock report, they decide about the order 

quantity for next event.  

 

Fig 82: Sale and stock report   

3.2.1.20 Solve the issues if customers claim any complain of any product.  

Sometimes customer inform about the problem of the product like fabric color bleeding issue, button 

broken issue, shrinkage issue etc. Merchandiser check the problem, discuss with concern department and 

provide the best solutions as early as possible.   
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Chapter: 4  

Discussion:   

Focusing on my topic, I have discussed about the export merchandising and boutique-house 

merchandising and their process. As per the process flow chart described in 3.1 and 3.2, it is 

found that total merchandising process is more complex in export merchandising than 

boutiquehouse merchandising. Sampling process, production process and documentation process 

are different in export and boutique-house merchandising. Foreign buyers are generally follow 

the international rules and system but local brands are setting up system as per their convenience 

way.   

The job responsibility of merchandiser is as relevant as supply chain process flow but the 

boutique-house merchandiser’s responsibility is fully matched with supply chain where export 

merchandiser’s responsibility is partially matched. Vendor selection, sourcing raw materials, 

inprocess storage, operations, finished product storage, consumer distribution and finally 

consumer are the flow of supply chain. As I already discussed in boutique-house merchandiser’s 

working process, this is same as supply chain full flow but after complete the shipment of the 

product, export merchandiser’s job responsibilities are close.  

No of design is more in Boutique-house merchandising compared with export merchandising. For 

export merchandising, generally minimum order quantity is 10k-100k pcs per design. One 

merchandiser follows 5 to 20 design/style at a time. But for boutique-house merchandising, 

150300 pcs product are ordered in one design, so that huge number of design is needed to follow 

up at a time which is very challenging for the merchandisers.  

Quality control is important for both export and boutique merchandiser. Product quality is strictly 

maintained in export, buyers are always asking lab test report from third party testing house for 

both physical and chemical test of the product. As buyers buy their products from factory and it 

also matter of their brand reputation, so that they are more concerned on their quality. Besides, 

retail shop of any brand and the producers are not located in the same place or in the same 

country, when customer claim for any specific product, then they cannot exchange it. This make 

loss for retailers. But for boutique-house, product quality is not strictly maintained compared with 

export. Generally, they do not test the product (physical and chemical test) through third party 

testing house, but they ensure product quality through in-house testing facility. As producer is 

given directly service to the customer, so that if customer claim any problem, they can solve the 

problem and exchange the product.  

For both export and boutique-house merchandising, merchandiser plays an important role in their 

organization. The key job responsibilities are remaining same such as proper costing, good 

communication, production follow up and customer satisfaction. If customers are satisfied with 

end product’s price and quality, then merchandiser become successful.   
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4.1 Comparison between Export and Boutique-house merchandising through 

chart:  

Chart of comparison between export and boutique-house merchandising is given below:  

Category  

  

Export Merchandising  Boutique-house 

Merchandising  

1)Sample development  1)Sample should be 

developed as per buyer 

requirement.  
  

2)Samples submit to the buyer 

for approval.  

1)Boutique-house itself is a 

buyer. Sample should be 

developed as per own 

designer requirement. 

2)Samples submit to the own 

designer for approval.  

2)Pre-costing  1) Pre-costing is necessary for 

order confirmation.   

1) Pre-costing is necessary to 

focus final sale price of the 

product based on the market 

current price.  

3)Order confirmation and 

purchase order sheet  

1) Order is confirmed by 

buyer.  
  

  

  

2) Purchase order sheet 

contains lots of information.  

1) Order is confirmed and 

created by Boutique-house 

merchandiser and order is 

placed to small producers or 

own production team.  2) 

Purchase order sheet 

contains comparatively less 

information.   

4)Final costing  1) Final costing is settled as 

per the final technical sheet, 

measurement sheet and 

material cost price.  

1) After reviewing current 

trend of market sale price, 

Designer may change in 

technical sheet. Final costing 

is settled based on final 

technical sheet and producer’s 

production capacity.  

5)Master L/C and Back to  

Back L/C  

1) Master L/C and 

Back to Back L/C is very 

common and important part 

in export merchandising.  

2) Payment is done by 

L/C through advising and 

beneficiary bank.  

1) L/C function is not 

much important for boutique-

house merchandising.  
  

2) After deliver the 

goods, producer get the cash 

payment.   
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6)Fabrics and trims order and 

making in-house  

1) After bulk order placement, 

merchandisers give the fabric 

and raw materials order to the 

supplier and make in-house as 

per  

1) Maximum time, fabric and 

raw materials is made inhouse 

after doing the forecast of 

order quantity and fashion 

trend.   

 buyer approval.   

7)Sampling  1) More sampling program 

than Boutique-house 

merchandising.  

1) Less sampling program 

than Export merchandising.  

8) No of design  1) No of design/style is less. 

2) Generally minimum order 

quantity (MOQ) per design is 

10k-100k pcs.  

1) No of design/style is more. 

2) Generally 150-300 pcs are 

ordered in one design.  

9)Production follow-up  1) More order quantity in 

short lead time.  

2) Less design need to 

follow up compared to 

boutiquehouse merchandising.  

1) Order quantity is less 

than export merchandising. 

2) Huge number of design 

need to follow up.  

10) Lab testing  1) Both physical and 

chemical testing of the 

product are done through 

Third party testing house.  2) 

Material Testing is very 

much important and strictly 

maintained by buyer.  

1) Generally, product 

testing is done through in-

house testing facility.  
  

2) Third party material 

testing is done frequently, but 

always maintain the desired 

quality level.  
  

11) Final inspection and 

quality control  

1) Product quality is 

strictly maintained by buying 

QC. As retail shop and 

producer are not present in 

same place so that if customer 

claim for any specific product, 

they cannot exchange it.   
  

2) Final inspection is 

done as per buyer 

requirement.  

1) Product quality do not 

maintain strictly compared 

with export. As producer is 

given directly service to the 

customer, so that if 

customer claim any 

problem, they can solve the 

problem and exchange the 

product. 2) Maximum time 

Pc to Pc product check in 

final inspection.  

12)Shipment/ Delivery  1) The term ‘shipment’ is 

used in export merchandising. 

Product is shipped to the 

buyer’s warehouse.   

1) For Boutique-house, no 

need to ship goods. Products 

are sold locally.   
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13)Flow of supply chain  1) Export merchandising job 

responsibilities are partially 

matched with flow of  supply 

chain.  

1) Flow of supply chain is 

fully matched with job 

responsibilities of 

Boutiquehouse 

merchandising.    

  

  

  

  

Chapter: 5  

Conclusion:   

In the topic of comparison between Export merchandising and Boutique-house merchandising, 

merchandiser is common so that there are some similarities have found and some differences are 

also found, that I have described in my entire project analysis. Generally, companies profit depends 

on a responsible merchandiser for right costing and production. Merchandiser prepare costing 

sheet as per the development sample and measurement sheet. In this process merchandiser estimate 

the expenditure of the product and the subsequent price. The function and the purpose of costing 

are different for Export and Boutique-house merchandising. For export merchandising, mostly 

order confirmation depends on the price is offered to the buyer. But for boutique-house 

merchandising, merchandiser should know current market price and rate of the final product and 

final sale price is depending on the costing. Company’s profit is mostly depending on the right 

costing. For boutique-house merchandising, boutique-house is a brand as like as buyer, may it be 

big or small. For boutique-house, in maximum cases their have own production center or 

sometimes they submit order to small factories but the major challenge is, order quantity is poor 

per design or style. Order quantity depends on number of outlets and sale percentage of the brand. 

Because of low order quantity, the productivity of the product is low and cost of the product goes 

high. Another major challenge is fabric consumption. Sometimes there have no modern cutting 

machine in boutique-house production center. They cut fabric manually. They are not making and 

following marker so that their fabric wastage percentage is more. By considering all these issues, 

a merchandiser makes the final costing. For export merchandising, as this market is very 

competitive, merchandiser makes the final costing with low profit margin. Merchandiser must need 

to know good sourcing, so that trims and accessories can buy with low cost as well as production 

team plays also vital role, if the productivity make high from final costing then profit also high.   
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